
THE DRA METHOD





DRA stands for: D – Digitised, R – Restored, A – Authorised as the original source

The DRA method uses the work of a professional restorer, university educated in cinematographic audiovi-
sual crafts, capable of putting together a professional expert group enabling  him/her to a qualified 
dialogue over the work and providing him/her immediately with valuable expert opinions. Since each resto-
ration work is an activity involving both artistic and interpretational skills, a restorer must be capable of 
making a number of educated guesses as well as of the required image- and sound-related interpretations. 

The authority of such an expert must be supported also by the appreciation and confidence expressed by 
the specialists in artistic disciplines participating in the restoration process. These are for example profes-
sional associations of authors that consist of the finest artists of the given field. What it mainly involves is 
the image (cinematographer), sound (sound engineer) and direction (director). Only then can a restorer 
embark on the serious work of restoration.

The DRA method originated during cooperation of archivists and cinematographers on the digitisation of 
the following films: Marketa Lazarová, The Firemen's Ball, All My Compatriots and Closely Watched Trains.
In its definitive form, the DRA method was used when restoring the film The Stone Bridge when it was 
allowed, for the first time, to declare this fact by stating the names of the restorer and the members of his 
expert group in the credits. All these cases of digitisation have been recognised as outstanding by the pro-
fessional community.  In this way, the accuracy of the DRA method was demonstrated. The method is the 
result of the NAKI research project No.: DF13P01OVV006, undergone at the Academy of Performing Arts in 
Prague in collaboration with experts from the Czech Technical University.

The DRA method comprises the following steps:

1. Commencement of work on digital restoration – selection of a film, determination of the producer of 
digital restoration, responsible search for funds sufficient to initiate restoration works.

2. Appointment of the chief restorer of the digitisation project who will follow the DRA methodology and 
bear the main responsibility for the results.

3. 3. The restorer will put together an expert group in line with the DRA methodology. It will include experts 
from among film historians, film technologists, film restorers working with analogue archival documents, 
three experts – professional cinematographers, two experts – professional sound engineers, a supervising 
film director, head technologists of digital departments, a representative of the respective state authority or 
a representative of the entity that ordered the restoration work.

4. 4. The restorer and the expert group will choose from the surviving prints the one that is the closest to the 
original appearance of the film. Film prints age faster than negatives and, given that in former Czechoslova-
kia, the so-called "signed prints", i.e. prints from the première of the film, failed to be archived; this selec-
tion is a very difficult but, at the same time, a very important step. Researchers working under the DRA 
methodology have previous experience in making an absolute essential selection of surviving prints which 
can serve as a reference, based on professional cinematographers' discretion. 
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